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Clinching another outstanding academic year with a memorable milestone,
Gulf College recently held its 2015 commencement exercises at the Grand
Hall, Gulf College Mabellah last December. The momentous occasion was
conducted under the patronage of His Excellency Said Bin Saleh Al Kiyumi,
Chairman of Oman Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the guest of honour, and His Highness Mohamed Bin Thuwaini Al Said. This event was also
attended by Chair and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, Dean Prof Dr. Taki Al Abduwani and other distinguished guests from the Embassy of Qatar, Mr. Hassan Al Zabi of the Ministry of Higher Education, Mr. Paul Toft, Programme
Advisor International of Staffordshire University, deputy deans, heads of
the faculty, staff, alumni, stakeholders, parents and students. (Page 3)

Gulf College has surpassed academic
expectations by receiving the ISO
9001:2008 Certification for the establishment and application of Quality
Management System as per the provisions of higher education services by
TUV SUD, Germany. The move is also
targeted to supplement the efforts of
the Ministry of Higher Education in
improving the performance of higher
education institutions in the Sultanate.
GC Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani stated that the college exerted both dedication and ability in fulfilling the necessary
requirements for the international standard and specifications for the system of
quality management. These pertinent

SPARKED. GC Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani leads the launch of
GC’s Industrial Advisory Group

PROUD. (Top) GC Chairman and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi. (Bottom) Conferring Bachelors’ Degrees to graduates of the college, with Chair and CEO Dr. Issa and
DD-QAP Dr. Shameena Mehtab

methods were applied to the academic structure and management in accordance with
international standards of ISO 9001:2008.
The initiative to pursue the certification was
first launched in November 2014, which started with an institution-wide one day awareness
training undertaken by around 60 staff members. This was followed by two days of internal auditor training for 28 staff who were
scheduled to conduct internal audits at regular
intervals to ensure that all standards of ISO
9001:2008 are met and (Page 2)

With the leadership of Gulf College Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani at the helm of the project, GC recently generated the
Industrial Advisory Focus Group
(GC-IAFG) to further research on
industry requirements from the
graduates, examine services
provided by GC and understand
how this can affect the graduate
attributes to meet the demands
of the industry.

The project was launched in line
with the Ministry of Higher Education„s vision to improve the graduate attributes of the private colleges and universities in Oman, as
well as meet the demands of the
competitive job market. Additionally, the GC-IAFG will aid in the reassessment of GC‟s vision, mission and objectives, and see to
the college‟s job market response.
(Page 3)
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Gulf College capped off the sports tourney championship for students of private schools and colleges for the first semester A.Y.
2015-2016 with a grand closing ceremony, Gulf College Mabellah,
December 2015, in collaboration with the Ministry of Education
(Directorate-General for private schools), sports federations and
the relevant committees in the Sultanate.

JUBILANT. (From left to right) Mr. Khalifa bin Saif Al Isa’ee, General
Manager of Sports Activities, Ministry of Sports, Chair and CEO Dr.
Issa Al Bulushi, and Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani witness the special performances of participating schools during the sports tourney’s
closing ceremony.

The event was steered with the
esteemed auspices of GC Chair
and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi and
Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani.
The event featured the awarding
of special honours, medals and
titles for winning teams, a cultural
festival, as well as special performances
from
participating
schools. A special play from the
colleges‟ special needs students
entitled “Deaf But Man” also be-

came a crowd favourite, as it
highlighted both the determination and succeeding triumph of
all special needs learners who
pursue their dreams and respective careers.
The program ended with picture
-taking sessions with sponsors,
winners, athletes and supporters, as well as the exchange of
souvenir photos between attendees.

Steeled with proficiency and dedication for service, Dr. Shameena
Mehtab, Deputy Dean for Quality Assurance and Partnerships represented Gulf College during the Institutional Standards Assessment
External Reviewer (ISAER) Training Programme held in Muscat College.
The event circled on the following
aims: understanding the context of
Institutional Standrads Assessment (ISA) and its purpose, familiarising with the Institutional Standards Assessment Manual (ISAM),
the ISA process, the timeline and
key stages of ISA, understanding
how to read an Institutional Standards
Assessment
Application
(ISAA), practice work with one of
the standards and related criteria,
familiarising with rating rules and
accepted scores, understanding
the decision-making processes
leading to Accreditation Outcomes, identification and accustoming to the role of panel members during various stages of the
ISA and the skills involved in the
process, and gaining an overall
understanding of the difference
between Quality Audit and Institu-

tional Standards Assessment.
The training workshop was also
attended by other external reviewers and examiners aiming
to sync their respective schools‟
standards with that of the ISA‟s.
Dr. Salim Radihawi discussed
the overview of the Quality Management System and the Institutional Standards Assessment,
Dr. Anna on the key features of
ISA, Dr. Tess Goodliffe on the
stages of preparing an ISA report while Prof. Debbie Clayton
on the roles and responsibilities
in implementing ISA. The seminar workshop concluded in preparing the draft report on the
accreditation outcomes and
completion of the evaluation
questionnaires.

MERIT. DD-QAP Dr. Shameena Mehtab receives the certificate of
external reviewer’s training for institutional standards from Dr.
Hamed Al Dhahab. Chairman, OAAA

maintained. The ISO 9001:2008 standards will lead to
improve the overall performance, it is known that specification of quality management systems ISO 9001: 2008 is
based on (8) universal principles: the first principle: Customer focus, the second principle: the leadership, the third
principle: the involvement of people, fourth principle is
process approach (education for Gulf College), fifth principle, System Approach to management, continual improvement is the sixth principle, seventh principle is factual
decision-making and the eighth principle is Mutually beneficial supplier relationships.

What’s Up in Oman?
According to the United Nations World
Tourism Organisation (UNWTO) Travel Barometer, Oman was ranked no. 16th in the
world’s list of fastest growing tourism destinations.
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As part of the staff development programme of the three faculties (FFS, FCS, FBS),
Ms. Antonia Lamers, Manager, Centre for Quality Enhancement, gave a seminar
workshop on “Directing Independent Learning”.
The said event provided all
the lecturers some pertinent
methods to help students
direct their emphasis on
independent learning hours
using their critical thinking
skills effectively, giving them
new directions using the
curriculum contents and
pedagogy. The recommendations for directing independent learning are the
following: Take an integrated

approach, reflect in the
institutional policies and
process, provide the students with clarity and structure, student participation
needs to be monitored and
institutional communication
with the students is also
important. In order that DIL
will be beneficial, it is necessary to outline learning
approaches in a step by
step process, assign stu-

dents learning tasks for
the upcoming weeks,
and the task should
activate the student
skills.
To conclude, the lecturers of the three faculties were divided into
groups and task to
develop DIL activities
and worked together
with lecturers who

Ms. Antonia Lamers
Manager, Centre for Quality Enhancement

teach within the same programme then
each group takes time to present their
work, followed by critiquing.

Equipped with easily-accessible ,cutting-edge technology and a regularly updated database, Gulf College continues to expand on the features of its Centre for Learning Resources (CLR) now spread over an area of 2000sqm on the second and
third floors of the new state of the art College building in Mabellah.
Centre for Learning Resources (CLR) exerts determined efforts in amplifying
its
service
deliverance ,library parameters and
overall efficiency structure
as Senior Librarian, Ms Encarnacion Cruz divulged to
students and staff the new
archive which is streamlined
to global standards. She
accentuated a series of

presentation showing the
accolades of the centre
and elucidated on innovative resources such as
online
collection
via
OPAC ,Online Public Access Catalogue ,automated
circulation control and an
access for a dynamic 1.2
million books and journal
titles.

(Left) Distinguished guests join GC in the conduct of its commencement
exercises. (Right) SU VC Prof. Michael Gunn

Industrial Advisory Focus Group (GC-IAFG) had its first meeting
last week, based on the invitation sent by Ms. Faiza Kiran, Manager; Centre for Career Guidance and Alumni Affairs
(CCGAAA). Gulf College recently formed 11 support centres to
enhance students learning, work closely with industry and improve GC performance. During the meeting the Industrial Advisory Focus Group (IAFG) discussed and analysed Gulf College‟s vision, mission and objectives as well as the new centres.

More than 500 students were
honoured during the college‟s
9th graduation rites, hailing
from the Faculty of Computing
Sciences and Faculty of Business and Management Studies. The ceremony began with
an inspirational message from
GC Chair and CEO Dr. Issa Al
Bulushi. During his speech,
CEO Dr. Issa extended his
congratulations to all the graduates and their respective
guardians for keeping to their
passion for learning and striving to contribute to their chosen fields of study in the college. He further hopes that
these learners will apply their
newly-acquired knowledge to
aid the Sultanate in its continuing quest for development.
Lastly, he thanked all distinguished guests, stakeholders,
and faculty for witnessing the
occasion and wishing the new
graduates well on the success
of their professional journeys.

Likewise, Vice Chancellor
of Staffordshire University
(SU) Prof Michael Gunn
expounded on the importance of the academic
partnership between GC
and SU during his speech.
Here he highlighted the benefits of an academic collaboration in terms of knowledge
acquisition, refinement of
teaching techniques and
expansion of research sectors. He further acknowledges that such feats are targeted to better the students
learning capabilities, as well
as allow the accreditation of
their degrees in both Oman
and the United Kingdom.
Other members of the administrative staff also paid
tribute to the excellent graduating batch as they stated
their salutations for the graduating class of 2015.

Announcements
The schedule for computing workshops for the school year 2015-2016
is now available at http://
www.gulfcollege.edu.om/news.php
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GC gleams with pride:
Outstanding athletes exhibit skill and spirit on the playing field
Amidst a sea of green grass, with the
bright, sweltering heat of the midday sun
looming over the horizon, the football team of
Gulf College continues to kick its way to victory, one tournament at a time. With the launch
of the prestigious Gulf Cup- College Football
Championship 2015, this exceptional team of
athletes has been training non-stop, in order
to defend their victorious streak in this grueling but ultimately fulfilling sport.
The GC team has been practicing day
and night, as they and more than a dozen private colleges and institutions around the Sultanate of Oman compete for the muchcoveted gold trophy. The athletes brim with
determination and passion for every game. By
the stands, the faculty and their fellow learners from Gulf College carry banners and prepare cheers for their winning team, under the
leadership of Mr. Mohammed Fouad, GC‟s
manager of Centre for Student Activities, Mr.
Waleed Said, Deputy Dean for Admin and Finance, and Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed
Head of Faculty of Business Studies.
As the final seconds of the tournament
tick by, the athletes raise their hands in triumph. Once again, Gulf College proves its excellence in all aspects of learning, be it by letter, by art, by culture or by strength; another
year, another win for our dedicated players!

